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Introducing Pro XR - Now You Can
Relocate Features with Submeter Accuracy
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The GeoExplorer™ II system is a pocket-sized GPS/GIS data collection system that's easy on your budget. Now, Pathfinder Office software is standard and you have the option of an external antenna.

The GPS Pathfinder™ Pro XR expands the use of GPS/GIS data collection. With the Pro XR you can both map and relocate features with submeter accuracy—using integrated real time differential correction capabilities. The Pathfinder Pro XR provides you with a robust, accurate, easy to use tool to not only collect data for your GIS but also use the data from your GIS.

Direct GPS™ for ArcView® is a software/GPS receiver combination that enables you to collect GPS-tagged data within ESRI®'s ArcView software.

Pathfinder Office™ software is the next generation of Trimble's GPS planning and data processing software. The software is Microsoft Windows® based and provides you with all the tools to complete your projects—from GPS planning to GIS export—quickly and easily.

The Community Base Station™ system is a 12-channel, automated GPS reference station. It provides data to unlimited GPS rovers for differential correction.
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H. Magic Mug. The ever-popular growing seeds disappear and trees appear as hot liquid is added to the mug. SAF shield on the reverse side. $10 ($12)

Quantity

J. Travel Mug. This sturdy plastic mug has a raised handle and small 2 1/2" diameter, but holds a full 12 oz. removable inner lid. Comes in granite/green with the phrase, "Forestry...more to it than meets the eye." $6 ($8)

Quantity

L. NEW! SAF Sign. Give recognition to your SAF project or event. Made of top-quality all-weather material for posting outdoors. Size 4" x 6". $5

Quantity

G. White Baseball Cap. Features bright colors for everyone in forestry. "Forestry...A Growing Field" embroidered design comes in turquoise, fuchsia, and purple on an adjustable 100% cotton white cap. $16 ($19)

Quantity

K. SAF Journal Binder. Holds up to 12 issues. Green with gold foil "Society of American Foresters" on front and spine. Use for all journals. $15 ($18)
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1997 Editorial Calendar

**January**  Forestry Forum
An open discussion of forestry issues.*

**February**  International Perspectives
How environmental conditions, cultural practices, and economics guide forest practices around the world.

**March**  Tree Improvement
Recent developments and future trends in silviculture, biotechnology, and soil science.

**April**  Landscape-Level Management
Ecosystem and adaptive management programs: how and why they're working (or not).

**May**  Forestry Forum
An open discussion of forestry issues.*

**June**  Measurement and Mapping
Advances in and practical applications of GIS, GPS, and high-tech measuring devices; plus our second annual Buyers Guide.

**July**  The Law and the Forest
An investigation of public land laws and their effect on forests and forest practice.

**August**  Water Quality, Wildlife, and the Forest
Forestry practices that enhance fish and wildlife habitat.

**September**  Forestry Forum
An open discussion of forestry issues.*

**October**  Where the Forest Meets the City
Potential opportunities, conflicts, and hazards of the urban/wildland interface.

**November**  Forestry on Tribal Lands
Forest management, education, and philosophy from a Native American perspective.

**December**  Threats to the Forest
Foresters address potential threats to the forest environment—such as fire, disease, exotic species, global warming, and overpopulation.

*Because not all articles submitted fall into the topics designated, three issues have been set aside in which we will publish articles pertinent to other discussions and developments in forestry.